
Administration Instructions

-12 Week Program 

-Launching the program 

-Suggested that you designate a starting window (2

-Have the following supplies 

  -Scale 

-Blood Pressure Cuff 

-Registration forms (one for everyone)

the corresponding handout to the associate.

-Supporting handouts 

 

General Directions 

-Associates mark the program/programs they want to participate in.

-Administrator keeps the registration form until the end of the program.  The registration form will be 

used at the end of the program to asses

-Hand out the corresponding handout to the associate.

-On the registration form and the handou

will receive credit for each portion they complete.  

-Weekly tips will be provided for each program to help support your journey.

 

Ending the Program 

-Suggested that you designate an ending window (2

-Use the registration forms to determine which 

-Please have the same supplies available that you had during the launch.

-Turn in the names of the associates

Wellness Coordinator). 
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